
Grapefruits   art   space   is   pleased   to   present   …  
RELIQUARY   -   BRIAN   PAUL   AND   GYAN   SHROSBREE 
 
Grapefruits   is   pleased   to   present   RELIQUARY,   a   new   show   with   paintings   from   Brian   Paul   and   Gyan 
Shrosbree,   running   May   12   through   June   30,   2017.      Please   join   us   for   an   opening   reception   at   Grapefruits, 
a   new   experimental   art   space   in   St   Johns,   on    Friday,   May   12th,   2017   from   6-9PM.      Grapefruits   is   located   at 
7515   N   Alma,   Portland,   97203    (behind   Anarres   Infoshop).      For   information   about   upcoming   shows,   please 
visit   grapefruitsartspace.org 
 
RELIQUARY   brings   together   paintings   by   Brian   Paul   and   Gyan   Shrosbree   that   represent   the   creative 
transcendence   achieved   through   the   daily   ritual   of   a   studio   practice.      Both   artists   nd   inspiration   and   form 
in   the   act   of   making   itself   and   in   their   diligent   working   regimens,   and   this   exhibition   presents   the   artifacts 
of   these   two   creative   practices   as   a   respite   from   the   challenges   awaiting   beyond   the   gallery   walls. 
Grapefruits   welcomes   our   community   to   meditate   on   the   beauty   of   perseverance   and   draw   strength   to 
carry   on   their   own   rituals.   
 
RELIQUARY   refers   to   the   tradition   of   religious   reliquaries,   found   in   cultures   around   the   world,   wherein   the 
relics   (i.e.   physical   remains   such   as   a   bone,   hair,   or   clothing)   of   a   holy   gure   are   enshrined   in   often   lavish 
vessels   to   be   venerated   by   the   faithful.      Gyan   Shrosbree’s   richly   sculptural   canvases   of   paint,   fabric,   and 
glitter   echo   the   luxurious   materiality   of   traditional   ecclesiastical   arts;   Brian   Paul’s   austere   assembly   of   ink 
paintings   depicting   skulls   evokes   the   fragile   corporeality   we   hold   sacred.      Both   artists   derive   inspiration 
for   their   work   from   their   creative   process,   and   the   works   on   display   are   also   visual   records   of   their   daily 
artistic   practices.      Shrosbree   builds   layers   of   texture   and   color,   works   reductively   into   her   materials,   and 
embraces   spontaneous   compositions   and   combinations   to   create   enigmatic   objects   that   are   in uenced 
by   fashion,   post-minimalist   art,   and   craft.      She   has   said   that   her   aim   is   to   land   at   “that   place   where   beauty 
can   be   disgusting”   (interview,    Maake    magazine).      Paul   has   honed   his   skill   as   a   draftsman   in   his   years   of 
experience   as   a   tattoo   artist,   and   brings   the   same   focused   energy   to   his   proli c   studio   practice.   Each   skull 
in   this   body   of   work   adheres   to   the   same   basic   formal   parameters,   yet   each   expresses   its   own   strange 
character   thanks   to   the   artist’s   adept   brushwork.      Together,   these   works   invite   close   contemplation   of 
their   aesthetic   qualities   and   of   the   processes   that   informed   them.  
 
RELIQUARY   offers   a   momentary   refuge   from   the   stresses   and   anxieties   of   societal   dysfunction.      At   a   time 
when   the   highest   authorities   in   this   country   express   a   punitive   and   combative   worldview   that   has   spurred 
many   to   direct   political   action,   and   when   funding   for   arts   institutions   is   threatened   by   wrongheaded 
budget   cuts,   it   is   vital   to   our   continued   solidarity   that   we   remind   ourselves   of   the   reasons   human   culture   is 
worth   ghting   to   preserve   and   improve.      Art   can   be   a   place   of   respite   from   the   things   that   weigh   us   down 
and   drain   our   energy   -   far   from   escapism,   it   is   a   restorative   reminder   of   the   beauty   people   are   capable   of 
creating   when   it   often   seems   we   are   producing   a   maximum   amount   of   ugliness.      Take   a   moment   to 
appreciate   the   products   of   two   artists’   ongoing   practices,   and   let   it   inspire   you   to   carry   on   with   the   daily 
rituals   that   embody   your   own   values   and   perspectives.  
 
 
Grapefruits   is   a   new   art   space   that   presents   experimental,   low-tech,   and   radical   work   from   emerging   Portland   artists 
and   visiting   artists   from   across   the   country.      Our   gallery   is   a   program   of   Grapefruit   Juice,   a   nonpro t   whose   aim   is   to 
empower   emerging   artists   in   Portland   to   engage   with   our   contemporary   arts   communities   and   to   create   their   own 
art-world   models   outside   of   commercial   galleries   and   institutions.      Please   nd   more   information   about   Grapefruit   Juice 
at   grapefruitjuiceartists.org/faqs   and   our   full   nonpro t   documentation   at   grapefruitjuiceartists.org/organization 



 


